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Abstract - This article presents a stabilizing control
strategy for a multimachine ACDC power system under large
perturbation conditions. The controller is designed with local
variables. The dynamics of the AC and DC systems are
presented and a solution technique based on diakoptical
methods is discussed. The response recorded for a
multimachine system with a DC link shows that a
sub-optimal proportional control of excitation voltage and
firing angle of the converters provide an effective control of
transients.

order dynamic model was used [1]. For multimachine system
study, some of the non essential dynamics (such as those in
a.c. lines) are ignored so as to keep the order of the system
lower. However, the representations should be detailed
enough to include the major nonlinearities in the dynamics.
Each synchronous generator in the system is represented by a
fourth order model given below [4].

do

m dco
- dt

1. INTRODUCTION

Study of a simple ACDC power system in the companion
paper [1] showed two interesting results: (a) the transient
performance of the system can be improved by jointly
controlling the excitation voltage of the generator and the
firing angle of the converters, (b) a proportional control

derived from "optimal" combination of velocity and
acceleration of the generator is effective in transient control
and has the potential of online application. In this article it
will be demonstrated that a combination of exciter and
converter controls helps to stabilize a multimachine system
following large disturbances such as three phase faults.
Control studies for single or multimachine systems have
traditionally been done on the basis of linear quadratic (LQ)
Eigenvalue assignment technique from
designs [2].
measurement of output variables [3] suffers the same
drawback of model dependency as LQ design. It is well
known that when power systems are subjected to large
disturbances, the linearized model and hence the control thus
obtained are not valid. This requires derivation of a control
which takes the system nonlinearities into account. The
other point of interest is that any control strategy should
depend on variables "local" to the controllers. This paper
gives a suboptimal feedback control strategy for a
multimachine ACDC system which does not require
linearization. The strategy is derived in terms of local
variables.
Section 2 of this paper presents the dynamic model of
the AC as well as DC system. Section 3 presents the solution
of the steady state and transient equations of the combined
ACDC system. The local control strategy is discussed in
Section 4. The results and conclusion are presented in
Section 5 and 6 respectively.

In the small perturbation analysis to evaluate the
performance of various stabilizing control signals, a nine
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The excitation system is represented by a third order
dynamic model as shown in Fig. Al in Appendix I. The
transmission network is assumed to be in quasi-steady state.
Governor dynamics are not included in this study.
2.2 DC Link Representation

Although several control strategies are suggested for DC
link operation, most of the DC systems that have been built
or planned used the same control concept of constant
extinction angle at the inverter with constant current control
at the rectifier end. The current regulator at the rectifier
varies the delay angle between the minimum and the
maximum values to keep the direct current constant. At the
same time the current regulator at the inverter maintains the
direct voltage as high as possible. If the current drops below
the setting, the inverter increases its angle of advance to
control the current to a slightly lower value.
The steady state equations relating the voltages and
currents in the HVDC link are given in Appendix II. These are
obtained by equating the real power flow on both AC and DC
sides of the converter and then combining them with the
algebraic equations of the converter [1,5]. The HVDC line is
represented by a single T-section as shown in Pig. 1.

2. AC- DC SYSTEM TRANSIENT REPRESENTATION

2.1 AC System Representation

(1)
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Fig. 1. DC line representation.
The transmission line dynamics is represented by the
following equations.
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3. SOLUTION TECHNIQUES OF THE ACDC -EQUATIONS

Similarly, all other differential equations are converted to
their algebraic forms. Note that solution of differential
equation (10) as given by (11) is not in closed form.
The set of nonlinear algebraic equations (8) are solved by
a fast decoupled Newton- Raphson method. The D.C. link is
directly integrated into the A.C. solution through a direct
diakoptical method. The direct diakoptical solution of ACDC
networks have evolved from the solution of asymmetrical
changes in an AC network. The presence of an HVDC link in
an AC system may be viewed as an asymmetrical change in a
previously symmetrical system and can be treated then as the
addition of a branch to the AC system. The technique
obtains a new solution for the asymmetrical network from
the old solution of the symmetrical network without
reinverting the new network matrix.
Once the differential equations relating the machine
dynamics, the HVDC link current regulators and the DC line
are converted to algebraic equations, these in addition to the
algebraic equations (8) are solved through an iterative
scheme. The solution is started by an initial estimate of the
variables, the network injected currents being calculated
from the machine steady state relationships. The busbar
voltages are calculated using the AC network injected
currents and the DC link contribution as obtained through the
diakoptical method. The estimates for machine, current
regulator and DC link state variables are then corrected.
The procedure is repeated until the convergence criteria are
met for a particular step size.

An Integrated AC-HVJDC system can be described by the
following sets of algebraic and differential equations

4. STABILIZING CONTROL STRATEGY FROM
LOCAL VARIABLES

PId 4 Vc
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=one half of total DC line resistance
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C dc= DC line capacitance

This representation of the HVDC link is integrated with
the AC system using a direct diakoptical approach.

g(X,Y) = 0

(8)

pY = f (X, Y)

(9)

where the set of algebraic equations (8) describe both the AC
network and the steady state operation of the HVDC link.
The differential equations (9) describe the dynamics of the
synchronous machines and their excitation system controls,
the dynamics of the converters (current controllers) as well
as those of the HVDC line given in equations (5) - (7).
Two methods of solution of equations (8) and (9) are
known. "A block iterative solution" solves the algebraic and
differential equations one after the other separately.
Obviously there is a time lag introduced. The alternative is a
simultaneous solution where the differential equations are
transformed into an algebraic form and the two groups of
equations are solved iteratively. The conversion of the
system differential equations into an algebraic form also
enables them to be used In the direct diakoptical solution
load flow method [5]. The simultaneous solution method is
faster over the block iterative solution and hence is used in
this study.
The implicit trapezoidal rule is used to transform the
differential equations into algebraic forms. To demonstrate
how this Is done consider the line equation (5) which can be
expressed as

PIdr [G(Vdr vcVr 9.Idr/T dc
-

where
C =(1 - 2B)IIdro Bx
M BG
B=hd/(2T dc chd)
x= (Vd - V )/rI
hd = dc Integration step
Idro - nominal direct current

X

=

(12)

f(X, u)

find the control u subject to the constraint
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pn(tf)
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0O

0 < 6(tf) < [1/2

minimizing the cost index

tf

J = f dt

(15)

t0

(11)

(13)

So that

(10)

where T dc is the HVDC line time constant and G = 1.
The algebraic form of equation (10) is
Idr =C +Mx

The various stabilizing controls investigated in the
accompanying paper for a single machine infinite bus sytem
clearly show that the proportional control is a more suitable
alternative. For nonlinear system, obviously, the linear state
and output regulator strategies cannot be used as such. When
the disturbance is large (such as 3- 4p faults, line switchings
etc.), the rotor angle excursion is large, the optimization
problem in such a case can be reformulated as:
Given the nonlinear system

Here n, pn and 6 are frequency, acceleration and rotor angle
variations respectively. The control Is obtained from the
following analysis. Consider the torque equation
Tm

p2(

/ 0 )-=Ti T 0

(16)

where
0

dd

Vq q

(17)

Differentiating (16) with respect to time and substituting the
other derivatives we arrive at the following equation
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Derivation of equation (18) is given in Reference [61 and so is
not repeated here. Note this equation is valid for a
synchronous generator irrespective of the external
connection. Let us now try to construct the strategy when a
generator is connected to the system through AC/DC line.
For simplicity we can neglect T' A and hence the direct axis
induced voltage Ed, this will modly (18) to the form

[T Y V

r

ros( 4

y

Ws

c
6 TrYrXcr 1dc cos (r + y)]

Note that inclusion of T' O term in (18) will contribute
an extra term in L(x) and b2 (x) each. Following the same line
as in Reference [1], the minimum time quasi--optimal control
Efd and a can be obtained from the following steps.
1. Compute the maximum and minimum values of r.h.s.
respectively.
of equation (24). Call them umax and u
2. Calculate

p
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=
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where
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x )i
E q =E q (d
(x - xd)ld
q

id

is the component of total generator current
direct axis of the ACDC system shown in Fig. A2
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where er, y IP are the angles of Vr,
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Steps 5 and 6 give the time optimal strategies on any

integration step and control Efd and a can be worked back
from (24). Since the regulator time constants are not zeroes,
the controls cannot be bang bang and suboptimal proportional
control

[(IL 4 1ac line)d
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r
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O and

(t)= umin if E > 0

Substitution of equations (20), (22) and (23) sequentially
in equation (19) results into the following equation
p

<

=

al

2coo

1

=

K2

y

y is either El' E2' or as the case may be.
Note the proportional scheme does not provide any
information on the inverter control. However, a control in
the inverter similar to the rectifier one has been found to
improve the transient response.
are

proposed.

dOm

5.

RESULTS

The Blue Nile Power System (7]

as

given in Fig. 2

was
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Fig. 2. Power system configuration.

considered for this study. One of the lines between
generators CD and busbar G was converted to a DC line for
this study. Fault studies were made for various fault
locations and also different fault durations. Figures 3
through 8 show the frequency variation, rotor angle field
voltage, DC power, terminal voltage and rectifier firing
angle variations respectively for a 0.1 sec duration fault on
the high tension bus of generator CD. The response recorded
were with
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Fig. 4. Rotor angle variation of generator CD (lumped) for
0.1 sec duration fault corresponding to Fig. 3.
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Pig. 3. Normalized frequency deviation characteristics for a
three phase fault of 0.1 sec duration on generator bus
CD. Responses are with (a) No control (no symbol),
(b) with excitation control alone (A) and (c) with
excitation and rectifier firing control (0.
i) No control. This means no extra stabilizing control
other than the internal stabilizing feedback in the excitation
system. The responses in the different flgures are shown
without any symbols. It can be seen that the system is stable
but the translent response is poor.
ii) Stabilizing control in the excitation system only. The
response of the system was investigated by putting u2(t) =
u8(t) 5 0 (notations used as in Reference 1). It can be seen
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Fig. 5. Pield voltage variation of generator CD corresponding
to fault conditions of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6. Transient power flow on the DC line for
duration fault corresponding to Fig. 3.
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This paper demonstrated the application of a
sub-optimal f,eedback control of excitation voltage and
converter firing angles to a multimachine ACDC power
system. The control is determined in terms of local variables
which makes it easy for implementation. It was observed
that when the excitation as well as converter firing angle
controls are applied, the best transient response is obtained.
The excitation control or converter control independently are
not
effective. The control scheme suggested retains
nonlinearities in the system dynamics and hence it is valid for
any type of perturbation in the system, large or small.
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8. LIST OF SYMBOLS

a

direct axis transient reactance
quadrature axis transient reactance
q
transient voltage behind quadrature axes
B'
q
Ed transient voltage behind direct axis
Idr rectifier d.c. current
x'

xi

that excitation control alone is very effective in damping out
the transients. 'The gains used with the switching functions
to make Ithe control proportional were -25 when the states
were such that
< and' E > 0. Outside these switching
12
boundaries, gains used were -50 each.
iii) A pombination of exciter, rectifier and inverter
control. A combination of exciter and converter controls as
given by the control strategy of section 4 provided the best
transient performance as shown in the figures (labelled with
symubol). An inverter control of same magnitude as the
rectifier one was seen to improve the transients only
slightly. It was'observed that with only converter controls,
the'response was slightly better than with no control. The
excitation control in addition tq rectifier control proved to
eliminate the transients satisfactorily. The gain used in the
rectifier stabilizing loop was -25.
+

d

I
-di

inverter dc current

V voltage across capacitance in T representation
Tdc d.c. line time constant
C
dc dc line capacitance
T time constant of transfer function
G forward gain of the transfer function
I
d.c. current setting
c

ds

9.
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APPENDIX I

VS

Fig. Al. AVR block diagram.
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Fig. A2. ACDC rectifier transformer end configuration.

11. APPENDIX II
v
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